For more than a decade there has been great . ~osii-semantics of the standard "arithmetic right shift" in-truct . confusion particularly afflicts authors of computer reference handi-:;s on-; of optimizing compilers .
1 was amused at first, but then exactly this bug last year -it two into arithmetic right shifts . we were Having now read of the similar experience of the BLISS team, I bf-y . : to won(lor how many other optimizing compilers in the world contain this sar,irror , I
was at home on a Friday night at this time, but for fun 1 stari-_ .lrurt hrough what books and old manuals I happened to have nn my results were appalling .
With only an hour's research i four : , re t dozen cases of this same confusion! Let me give some, example°he ! .
( less ; r9 1e r n otherwise stated, all machines mentioned here use twos complement: ara.ti7~ac~t.ic, which is the crux of the matter, as I shall explain below .)
In 1968 DEC's PDP-10 System Reference Manual stated :
A single shift left is equivalent to multiplying the nu :iber by 2 (provided no bit of significance is shifted out) ; a shift right divides the number by 2 . . . A positive E produces motion to the left, a negative E to the right ; E is thus the power of 2 by which the number is multiplied . [2] Also in 1968, the handbook for the DRC-44 contained this description :
Shift the 23 bit A register right N times . . . The result is division by 2"N . [3] In 1969 DEC's PDP-11 Handbook stated :
ASR performs a signed division of the destination by two . [4] In 1970 the DEC Small Computer Handbook began a this way :
This instruction is used for scaling . . . [5] General Automation's 1972 publication The Value of Power stated :
A right shift is more useful, because it is equivaloilt. to dividing by 2, while the left shift is equivalent to multi ;lyii, by 2 and can be reproduced by adding the contents of a I , jist . , to itself . [6] Not only reference handbooks are to blame . An IBM tutorial the System/360 contains the following discussion :
of '
After rounding off we are left with eleven superf'~-: :s I s the right end of the product .
These can be shift., .-.ff I of the register with a suitable shift instruction .
"Suit.~oie" this case means that the shift should be to the right, . . . (III : it should be an algebraic shift so that if the number I ,., ( re negative, proper sign bits would be shifted into the register . . . The point of doing all this is that we have replaced a Dividci with a Shift, and the latter is considerably faster than the former .
Ironically, the next page states :
description of a right shift
We present examples like these to warn the unwary and to lay a foundation of understanding for those with problems where the advantages of binary arithmetic are' worth the care that must he exercised in using it . [7] ins t.ruction
The confusion of shifting and division is not confined to manufacturers' Publications .
Gries' 1971 book Compiler Construction for Digital COMP-titers asserts : November 1977
On binary machines, integer multiplication or division by a power of two can be performed by a shift . [8] The 1975 InterLISP Reference Manual provides a totally erroneous definition of its right shift function :
(arithmetic) right shift, value is n*2^-m, i .e . n is shift. . right m places . n can be positive or negative . [9] To be sure, later the user is given a warning in the form of a sinfil, Note that shifting (arithmetic) a negative number "all th,! w<< y " to the right yields -1, not 0 . but this occurs much later in the page .
Furthermore, tho on-lin . 1nt.or LISP documentation system, helpsys , prints out only the erron, .;,us .~' t i~~n ~rttc! not the caveat .
Even ANSI is not clear on the shifting problem .
Their 1970 definition of arithmetic shift is as follows : arithmetic shift .
(1) A shift that does not affect the sign position .
(2) A shift that is equivalent to the multiplicat.i11n of a number by a positive or negative integral power of the radix . [10] This definition ignores all questions of overflow, and does not recognise that the two definitions are not compatible on a machine with no minus zero if division implies truncation towards zero .
At this point let us consider the problem of shifting more closely.
Why is not a shift equivalent to a division? In 1968 the IB~1 Sy s t ẽ 1 Sy stem/360 Principles of Operation manual gave the following exposition :
A right shift of one bit position is equivalent to division by 7. with rounding downward . When an even number is shifted right one position, the value of the field is that obtained by dividing the value by 2 .
When an odd number is shifted right one position, the value of the field is that obtained by`dividing the`next lower number by 2 . For example, +5 shifted right by one hi -t position yields +Z, whereas -5 yields -3 . This at least gives the reader some warning' that shifting and division are not. the same thing ; but it is too easy' to read "toward zero" after tho word "downward", and furthermore the rule given' supplies no insight as to the action of a multiple-position shift on a 'negative number .
A 1972 Data General Corporation publication sheds 'a matter :
If ones complements were used for negatives, one could re,d 'it negative number by attaching significance to the Os instead of the Is . In twos complement notation . . . one can read a nc,jAtiv number by attaching significance to the rightmost 1 and ati ., hits significance to the Os' to the left of it . . . In a ney<<t.ivc : November 1977 (proper) fraction, Os may be discarded at the right ; as lon!J cts only Os are discarded, the number remains in twos compler,tent form because it still has a 1 that possesses significance ; but if a portion including the rightmost 1 is discarded, the remainirtq part of the fraction is now a ones complement .
Truncation of a negative integer thus increases its absolute value .
Unfortunately this lucid discussion is followed on the next page by the simple assertion :
Shifting one place to the right divides by 2 .
Truncation occurs at the right, and a bit equal to the sign must be entered at the left .
[12]
Unless the reader were exceptionally careful, he could easily take "truncation" in the FORTRAN sense, i .e . "rounding toward zero" .
Knuth also provides a clear exposition of the problem, though in the context of decimal and not binary arithmetic :
The major difference between signed magnitude and ten's complement notations in practice is that shifting right does not divide the magnitude by ten ; for example, the numbf~r -11= . . .99989, shifted right one, gives . . .99998=-2 (assuming that. a shift to the right inserts "9" as the leading digit when the number shifted is negative) .
In general, _x shifted right one digit in ten's complement notation will give L _x/10 J, whether _x_ is positive or negative . [13] Knuth does fail to mention explicitly that shifting is equivalent to division in nines (i .e . ones) complement notation .
This fact is not difficult, to see if one considers that in ones complement notation 0 and 1 bits play rolos which are precisely dual ; thus if shifting is equivalent to division (%., ith rounding toward zero!) for positive numbers, a fact which is not difticult to prove, then by duality it is equivalent for negative numbers .
Another way of viewing the problem is to recognize that thor , ar-two reasonable definitions of defining integer division .
In any case, gi~,. ,t a dividend n and divisor d, we wish to compute a quotient q and remainder r i:ch that qd+r=n and 1r1<1dl .
One definition of the division operati-. 1 0 1 1 . I call "FORTRAN-style", is to require that r be zero or of tht sari , n (I_. . . . This results in a symmetry around zero :
if FORTRANDIVIDE(n,d) pro1iuc. then FORTRANDIVIDE(-n,d) produces (-q,-r) .
Put another way, q=sign(n),In/d1J . Another definition, more elegant perhaps to number theorists, I c<rll "modulus-style" .
In fact there are two ways to define modulus-style division : one may either require that r be non-negative, or that r have the saru! sign is d .
(In these cases q=sign(d)Ln/1d1J and q=Ln/dJ .) (The author is indebted to Henry G . Baker for pointing these cases out .)
In the case of a shift., the effective divisor is always positive, and so the two definitions are equivalent .
(One can imagine yet other definitions of division subject to the restriction that 1r1<1d1 ; for example, "balanced" division, in which r lies between d/2 (inclusive) and -d/2 (exclusive) ; for d=3, this yields a "balanced ternary" remainder .
In general, for given d there are 21(11-1 ways to define division satisfying 1r1<1d1 .)
On a ones complement machine, arithmetic right shift performs a FORTRAN-style division ; the bits shifted out, when preceded by the sign bit of the operand, may be interpreted as the remainder .
On a twos conlllerlent machine, arithmetic right shift performs a modulus-style division ; t.l+o bi1.s shifted out may be interpreted as the (non-negative) remainder .
On (~itl+er kind of machine, however, the division instruction usually irnhlc " nj1nt.s the FORTRAN-style definition, no doubt primarily due to the influence of FORTRAN itself .
Later high-level languages have in turn tended to adolit. the FORTRAN-style definition of integer division .
Some handbooks for ones complement computers in fact correctly di-crilme arithmetic right shifts as being equivalent to (FORTRAN-style) divisi-i+ [I-1J [15] ; so also did handbooks for sign-magnitude machines .
[16] I sus.l-(A that this early influence is what leads many documentors and users of nor , nodern twos complement machines astray .
What I f ind distressing, however, is not so much that people keel n~+k t l1 i s same mistake about shifting on twos complement computers, as that . t1i-., ,!n not. seem to publicize this mistake, even within their own group or coiip,inv .
:hor+ĩ s evidence that the IBM System/360 FORTRAN IV (II) had the sane hu I in 19(-o that a decade later plagued the MacLISP and BLISS compilers . il+ rr~carr++,l ogic manual of that time stated :
Multiplication and division by powers of two are converted, respectively, to left and right shift operations . [17] Furthermore, in a 1969 CACM article (last revised in 1968) on FORTRAN IV (}!), Lowry and Medlock said :
If one operand is a power of two, a number of improvements may he possible :
Integer multiplication or division may become a shift . . . [18] The bug was eventually fixed, for the 1968 edition of the program loclic manual merely stated :
Multiplications by powers of two are converted to left. drift. operations . [19] Despite this horrendous error in the compiler, however, the 1969 edition of the IBM tutorial text cited above still contained the same error it (lid in 1966! [20] A This idea is worth commenting on ; it is the only suggestion I found for "fixing" the problem, One can think of it as a variation on the old FORTRAN trick for rounding numbers by adding 0 .5 and then truncating ; adding N-1 to the negative number effectively turns the floor operation of the ASH instruction into a ceiling operation . A more interesting way to view it is in terms of the following code :
Recalling that a twos complement negative is formed by taking the ones complement and adding 1, we can see that this piece of code essentially converts the operand to ones complement (skip if the operand is positive, else subtract 1), performs the arithmetic shift (which performs FORIPAN-style division on ones complement numbers of either sign), and then converts back to twos complement .
It is not difficult to prove that the shift and the addition can be permuted if the added quantity is adjusted by the-shift factor :
Combining the addition and the subtraction yields the code given in the PUP-10 handbook .
(It also removes a fencepost error which occurs when the nunher to be shifted is the most negative number .)
To return, however, to my earlier complaint :
besides fixing the PItP-10 handbook, DEC also removed the comment about scaling from the Snal l Corrput -r Hand book in 1971 . [22] However, the PDP-I1 handbooks were still _ in -error in 1973 and 1975! [23] [24]
The lesson is clear : not only is this mistake made over and over oiid over again, but we have not learned from it .
I think that, to thOSC of tr :, that fall prey to it, when we finally discover it for ourselves it soerns to ho such a trivial error that we do not mention it to others, either because it not worth mentioning or because we do not wish to appear foolish for ria}: i toi such a "simple" mistake .
I have written this paper partly to shor ,r all such people that they are not alone .
1 also have three exhortations to moke :
(1) To documentors : whenever documenting a standard arithrri ., . . 5 .`'t instruction for a twos complement machine, write (in bold face!) th,it. it 1s not the same as a FORTRAN-style divide instruction .
Give a conplete discussion of this fact, and mention Knuth's floor function description arr(l the "fix" given in the PDP-10 Reference Handbook, or other appropriate ways t .f ix the problem . This can also be done by incrementing the result of an arithmetic right shift iff the operand was negative and a 1 bit was shifted out . On the other hand, the FORTRAN-style division is probably never used for remainder with a negative dividend anyway ; it might be more convenient all around to implenent modulus-style division and leave shifting alone . Several number theorists have indicated to me that FORTRAN-style . division is useless for their purposes, and furthermore it is easier to simulate FORTRAN-style given modulus-style than vice versa . After all, a bug in the compiler will produce bugs in many programs .
To anyone who by now still thinks that the problem is "obvious" and "trivial", I suggest that he think about arithmetic left shift on a ones coi,plemont machine :
it does not shift in zeros from the right, but copies of the sign bit .
"There's glory for you!" [25] In conclusion, let me quote the rest of the letter from Leverett to Wuli cliat started me thinking about all this . The last sentence is quite chilling . To give you an idea of how many programs are out there which will not work when we fix the compiler so that it's right, consider MULDIV .B11 . Several times in the multiply and divide routines we shift a number one bit to tire right, by telling the compiler to divide it by 2 . Of course this is wrong source code .
And of course fixing it is easy--just change all the divides into shifts (which they should have been in the first place) .
But what's the best way to tell people that they have to comb through their source files looking for this error, quick before they get the next version of the compiler?
The first thing I'd like to do is send a note to all the Bliss-11 users in the department telling them what's wrong .
The wiry to send a note to all the Bliss-11 users, I would, guess, is to figure out which projects are doing coding in Bliss-11, and send mail to project numbers (e .g . N810) . Do you know offhand which projects are making use of Bliss-11?
I'm not so worried about non-CMU users . When I send one of thon a new compiler, it's because that user specifically asked for one, and he always has an old one to fall back on .
If I make sure to send him reams of many-times-redundant documentation about the difference between the old and new compilers, I have done as much as I can to help him with his compatibility problems . It's the local users that bother me . In particular, there's this operating system kernel . . . Bruce
